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Overdiagnosis: what it is and what it isn’t
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Why then, can one desire too much of a 
good thing?

William Shakespeare, 
 As You Like It (1600)

Rosalind’s question, as she is about to marry 
Orlando, is purely rhetorical—she thinks that one 
cannot desire too much of a good thing. Neverthe-
less, trite though it may be, it is true that one can 
sometimes have it. It is certainly true of healthcare 
and has been referred to as ‘too much medicine’,1 
although because of potential confusion with ‘too 
much medication’ a better term might be ‘too much 
healthcare’. This includes too much screening of 
asymptomatic individuals, too much investiga-
tion of those with symptoms, too much reliance 
on biomarkers, too many quasi-diseases, too much 
diagnosis, often leading to too much treatment, 
sometimes cost-ineffective, medicines that are too 
costly and too rapidly approved for marketing, 
too many adverse reactions, and too much inap-
propriate monitoring. And too much healthcare 
implies too little effective healthcare.

An older term, ‘overdiagnosis’ has been used 
to refer to a more restricted set of items. And 
although the term can be traced back as far as 
1955,2 it is still difficult to define satisfactorily.

Broadly, overdiagnosis means making people 
patients unnecessarily, by identifying prob-
lems that were never going to cause harm or by 
medicalising ordinary life experiences through 
expanded definitions of diseases.

Overdiagnosis has two major causes: overde-
tection and overdefinition of disease. While the 
forms of overdiagnosis differ, the consequences 
are the same: diagnoses that ultimately cause more 
harm than benefit. Confusion about what consti-
tutes overdiagnosis undermines progress to a solu-
tion. Here we aim to draw boundaries around what 
overdiagnosis is and to exclude what it is not.

What it is
Overdetection refers to the identification of abnor-
malities that were never going to cause harm, 
abnormalities that do not progress, that progress 
too slowly to cause symptoms or harm during 
a person’s remaining lifetime, or that resolve 
spontaneously.3 Increasing use of high-resolu-
tion diagnostic technologies increases the risk of 
such overdetection. For example, high-resolution 
CT angiography can identify small subsegmental 
pulmonary emboli that may not need treatment.4

The emergence of sophisticated self-testing 
technologies, greater access to tests, and in some 

cases commercial incentives, has further prop-
agated overdetection. The more tests you order, 
the more likely you are to diagnose a ‘disease’.5 6 
This is particularly problematic when there is little 
evidence that early detection improves patient 
outcomes. Consider the example of thyroid cancer 
in South Korea. From 1999 to 2008, the incidence 
of thyroid cancer increased 6.4-fold,7 but 95% 
of these cancers were small (<20 mm), and they 
were detected mainly through screening.7 The 
mortality from thyroid cancer remained essen-
tially unchanged over the same period.7 Use of 
advanced imaging also leads to overdetection by 
finding incidentalomas—‘surprise’ abnormalities 
unrelated to the original reason for doing the test, 
for example, when a chest CT done to follow-up 
on a pulmonary nodule detects a small adrenal 
adenomas. Overdetection—from whatever cause—
is a problem, because it is not possible to know 
which abnormalities are likely to progress. Epide-
miological evidence showing a large rise in, for 
example, early forms of cancer or smaller abdom-
inal aortic aneurysm, without similar reductions 
in advanced disease or death can be signals of 
overdiagnosis through overdetection.8 9

Overdefinition occurs by two mechanisms: 
lowering the threshold for a risk factor without 
evidence that doing so helps people feel better or 
live longer and by expanding disease definitions 
to include patients with ambiguous or very mild 
symptoms. An example of lowering the threshold 
would be changing high blood pressure from a 
systolic blood pressure of >150 to >130 for all 
adults. Treating risk factors as diseases and 
lowering the thresholds for risk factor-based 
diagnoses has dramatically increased the preva-
lence of many diseases such as the ‘epidemic of 
prediabetes’.10 By definition, these ‘new’ patients 
are at lower risk than those diagnosed under 
earlier definitions. The harmful consequences 
of overdiagnosis through overdefinition come 
from labelling and treatments (including life-
style changes) that offer little, if any, benefit 
(given the low levels of risk) but that can have 
important physical, psychological, social, and 
financial consequences.

Overselling is an insidious tactic for promoting 
overdefinition. What characterises overselling is 
that the supposed ‘diseases’ are unpleasant expe-
riences most people have from time to time. For 
example, most people have experienced trouble 
sleeping, sadness, or difficulty focusing. Over-
selling means moving the line separating normal 
from abnormal, so that people with milder and 
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milder symptoms get diagnosed. For a minority of people, these 
symptoms are intense or debilitating. But for most, the symptoms 
are mild or fleeting. While the former may benefit from diagnosis 
and medical treatment (in this example, for insomnia, depres-
sion, or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)), the latter 
may not. Disease mongering is a synonymous term, historically 
reserved for broadening of disease that is especially questionable 
and typically done to sell more drugs (it should be noted that 
diagnosis may help people with more severe symptoms). Disease 
mongering has been a central strategy in prominent marketing 
campaigns for conditions such as low testosterone of ageing (‘low 
t’), restless legs syndrome, binge eating disorder, adult ADHD, 
chronic dry eye disease, and too short eyelashes.

What it isn’t
Overdiagnosis is not a false-positive result. False positives are 
abnormalities that turn out not to be diseases after further inves-
tigation. In overdiagnosis, the abnormality meets the currently 
agreed criteria for pathological disease (eg, microscopic criteria 
for cancer), but the disease detected is not destined to cause symp-
toms or death. There are rare reports of women in whom abnormal 
screening mammography suggested pathology, who were treated 
with lobectomy or mastectomy; however, the removed tissue 
showed no malignancy (ie, the test was a false positive). Those 
women were not subject to overdiagnosis, but they were certainly 
overtreated.

Overdiagnosis is not synonymous with overtreatment, whether 
unnecessary or overaggressive. Overdiagnosis typically leads to 
overtreatment, but not always. Furthermore, overtreatment can 
occur without overdiagnosis. Overtreatment occurs when the best 
scientific evidence demonstrates that a treatment provides no 
benefit for the diagnosed condition. For example, middle ear infec-
tions in children and bronchitis in adults are often correctly diag-
nosed but overtreated with ineffective antibiotics. Distinguishing 
overtreatment caused by lack (or ignorance) of the evidence from 
overtreatment caused by overdiagnosis is important, since the 
drivers and solutions may differ in important ways.

Overdiagnosis is also not synonymous with overtesting. 
Overtesting (sometimes referred to as overuse or overutilisation) 
can, but does not always, increase the risk of overdiagnosis, but 
the risk increases proportionately with the degree of overuse. 
For example, there is a relationship between how many pros-
tate-specific antigen (PSA) tests are ordered in general practice 
and the incidence of prostate cancer,11 and between the number 
of male patients on a general practitioner’s (GP) list with a diag-
nosis of cancer and the number of PSA tests ordered.12 GPs who 
undertake many PSA tests have many more male patients with 
overdiagnoses of prostate cancer, because the mortality rate 
is the same across clinics irrespective of the number of tests 
ordered.12

Overdiagnosis is not misdiagnosis, but sometimes this distinc-
tion is muddy. A clear-cut misdiagnosis is a completely wrong 
diagnosis. For example, a boy who cannot focus in class and 
exhibits disruptive behaviour may be thought to have ADHD. 
However, he turns out to have dyslexia, not ADHD. Muddier cases 
typically occur in cancer, where an overdiagnosed cancer could 
be considered a misdiagnosis of progressive cancer that requires 
treatment. Because neoplastic pathology at the time of diagnosis 
is just a snapshot, it cannot perfectly distinguish the clinically 
relevant from the overdiagnosed cancers (eg, one Gleason grade 
prostate cancer might be destined to progress while another of the 
same grade is not). If new biomarkers, genes or antibodies could 
perfectly distinguish neoplastic pathology, a diagnosis of ‘cancer’ 

not destined to progress could be considered to be a misdiagnosis, 
rather than an overdiagnosis.

Conclusion
Overdiagnosis is one of the most harmful and costly problems in 
modern healthcare. It often triggers a cascade of overtreatment, 
although the two are not synonymous. To prevent and minimise 
overdiagnosis, we need more studies on the natural history of 
diseases, watchful waiting trials of very early/small or ambiguous 
abnormalities, studies of the effects of diagnostic language, inter-
vention studies on known drivers of overdiagnosis, and studies of 
how to involve patients in decisions about diagnostic strategies. 
And we need to ensure that new disease definitions are based on 
evidence,13 not financial interests.14

Describing what overdiagnosis is and what it isn’t is essen-
tial, so that more attention and resources are directed towards 
preventing it.
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